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Source function
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 ChistaDATA, which aims to build the fastest and the most scalable managed ClickHouse

implementations in the world, has raised USD 3 million in a pre-Series A round of funding

from Sequoia Capital India.

The startup plans to use the funds raised to develop a fully-open source ClickHouse

server among other orchestration tools that address automation and DevOps for

enterprise-grade ColumnStore solutions. It will also focus on developing ChistaDATA

Cloud - a completely autonomous and self-healing cloud-native ClickHouse offering

that can be provisioned and paid for by data volume and without requiring customers to

think about servers and DevOps. The funds raised will also be used to strengthen the

team with research, engineering, marketing, and brand hires.

Data powers the modern economy and every enterprise today is making data-driven

decisions, based on sophisticated business intelligence to create value for stakeholders

across the ecosystem. This has led to a huge demand for cloud data warehouses (CDW)

that are typically closed-source and have a high total cost of ownership (TCO). Adding

to this, the ever-growing analytics bills predicated on usage-based pricing, complete

vendor lock-in (given the sheer volume of critical business data stored and analyzed on

these platforms), and compromised platform configurability, which is entirely dependent

on the vendor’s product strategy, have emerged as pain points. Notably, the data

analytics market is expected to create a value chain of USD 300 billion in the consumer

facing internet economy by 2025. The current ecosystem is dominated by the cloud

giants and/or closed source solutions, and customers are clamoring for an open-source

solution (that preserves their optionality and freedom) that is autonomous and self-

managed.
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ChistaDATA founder Shiv Iyer is creating user-friendly tools for business in the big data

and analytics market

Enter ChistaDATA, which is committed to building free and open source enterprise-class

ClickHouse for both on-premise and cloud. The startup was founded in 2021 by serial

entrepreneur Shiv Iyer who is one of the world’s foremost database experts with over 22

years of experience in open source database systems (both transaction processing

systems and ColumnStores) with core expertise in performance, scalability and database

reliability engineering. Shiv has worked with some of the largest internet companies like

Twitter, Pinterest, Garmin, PayPal, managing approximately 100 PB (consolidated

database infrastrastructure size) of data. His passion for database systems performance

engineering has driven him to build an open source database systems company for

planet-scale internet businesses.

ChistaDATA is building the world’s first fully-autonomous ClickHouse server on cloud

for data analytics ecosystem with automatic provisioning, scaling, tuning, security, fault

tolerance and failover, backup, patching, and more. Interestingly, the ChistaDATA team

has forked the original ClickHouse codebase developed by Yandex, a Russian search

giant, and re-written it to a great extent, creating their own version called ‘ChistaDATA

server for ClickHouse,’ which delivers higher and better performance benchmarks at a

lower cost of operation. This implementation, which is entirely compatible with the classic

ClickHouse, is ~4X faster through implementation of high performance LSM stores. The

100% open source ClickHouse distribution from ChistaDATA is owned by ChistaDATA
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Foundation (a not-for-profit committed to building enterprise-class open source

ClickHouse and other orchestration tools) and thus, ChistaDATA’s customers will always

have access to the open source ChistaDATA ClickHouse server, retaining customers on

the back of superior service and ROI, and not on vendor lock-in.

"Building a fully open source deep-tech ColumnStore business around ClickHouse for

both on-premises and cloud platforms involves long-term commitment to community

contributors and other stakeholders of the ecosystem like customers, partners, etc. This

also means the core team of ChistaDATA and investors should understand the culture of

this business, value creation and impact our platforms make in data-powered economies.

When I decided to start ChistaDATA Corporation, my first phone call was to Anandamoy

from Sequoia Capital India, he quickly helped us structure the formation of the company.

The firm is also a hands-on investor committed to supporting on both, strategic and

tactical needs." Shiv Iyer, Founder and Principal of ChistaDATA Inc.

“When Shiv told us of his intention to create a managed service around ClickHouse, it represented

the confluence of a massive technology trend with a special founder. We’re excited to work with

Shiv to build what we believe is a compelling 100% OSS company to emerge from our part of the

world.” Anandamoy Roychowdhary, Principal, Sequoia India

Some of the world’s largest companies like Orange Telecommunications, Applied

Materials, DHL, Netflix, National Geographic, BBC etc. depend on ChistaDATA

ClickHouse Support and Managed Services for building optimal, scalable and highly

reliable Database Infrastructure Operations for web-scale analytics platforms.

As businesses start to scale more dramatically than in the past, managed services are an

increasingly popular option for them. managed services provide very strong up-time

SLA’s (service level agreements). These are fulfilled by the MSP’s performance and

troubleshooting team. ChistaData aims to build the best and most reliable Clickhouse in

the cloud with the highest up-time guarantees in 2022 so that its customers will have

automatic, adaptive, and relevant diagnostic data collection for any application and

automated problem detection, troubleshooting and improvement recommendations.

 

About ChistaDATA

ChistaDATA is a full-stack ClickHouse infrastructure operations consulting, support and

managed Services provider with core expertise in performance, scalability and data SRE.

Headquartered in the US, California, the team is also based in Canada, UK, Germany,

Russia, Ukraine, Australia, Singapore and India to deliver 24/7 enterprise-class

consultative support and managed services.
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ChistaDATA users include the largest and planetscale internet properties like PayPal,

Garmin, Honda cars IoT project, Viacom, National Geographic, Nike, Morgan Stanley,

American Express Travel, VISA, Netflix, PRADA, Blue Dart, Carlsberg, Sony, Unilever

among others.

 

About Sequoia Capital India

Sequoia helps daring founders build legendary companies, from idea to IPO and

beyond. Sequoia India operates in Southeast Asia and India where we actively partner

with founders from a wide range of companies, across categories, including BYJUs,

Carousell, Druva, Gojek, OYO Rooms, Tokopedia, Truecaller, Zilingo, Zomato and more.

 

We spur founders to push the boundaries of what's possible. In partnering with Sequoia,

startups benefit from 48 years of tribal knowledge and lessons learned working with

companies like Airbnb, Alibaba, Apple, Dropbox, Google, LinkedIn and Stripe early on.

 

From the beginning, non-profits have been the backbone of our LP base, which means

founders' accomplishments make a meaningful difference. The majority of our profits are

returned to great causes, like the Ford Foundation, Mayo Clinic and MIT.

 

For more information on Sequoia's work in India and SE Asia, visit sequoiacap.com/india
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